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AC Oxgangs FC 

Under 9s Match Report 

Sunday, 6 March 2011 
Geoff Stockham/Matt Holligan 

 

ESSDA Soccer Sevens Maradona Division 

Hutchie Vale Too Strong in the End for a 

Fighting AC Team 

Hutchison Vale Yellows 6  AC Oxgangs 1 

Half-Time 1-0 

Scorer 

Leo 

ACO Man of the Match 

With this being the first game back since playing Hutchie Vale at the end of last year, the boys were always 

going to find it hard playing against a strong Hutchie Vale team. MOTM this week is going to James, this is for 

his hard work at the start of the game as a lone striker and then when he was moved out to the wing, working 

back as well as helping out the forward line. Well Done. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

With their last match a distant memory, AC Oxgangs kicked off this part of the season with a tough away trip to 

Hutchie Vale Yellows, the team they beat in their last competitive match. 

Aaron was quickly in action in goal, rushing out to smother a through ball before the HV forward could reach it.  

Christopher was seeing a lot of the ball in midfield early on, being given time to bring the ball out from the back 

on numerous occasions.  HV then thought they had scored when a shot sneaked in the bottom corner, but with 

the goal net unsecured, no-one was sure if the ball was in or not, so ACO escaped with a goal kick.  HV were 

getting a lot of crosses into the box, but most were too high, or Aaron was collecting them comfortably.  

However, one HV forward was unlucky to see a glancing header go just wide. 

At the other end, ACO were struggling to string many passes together, but James managed to thread a great ball 

to Leo that the HV defence scrambled out for a corner, and soon after Max split the defence with a pass to 

James, but the keeper just got there first. 

ACO's defence was holding out well, with some strong defending by Brodie, and some well timed sliding 

tackles from Kieran.  Aaron was really solid in goal, and the one time he couldn't hold a shot, Leo was back 

helping out to clear.  Christopher and Leo were both tracking back well to shore up the defence, and were 

covering huge amounts of the pitch. 

In attack, ACO started to find some more openings towards the end of the half.  The HV keeper was anticipating 

passes well, and denied Aaron H on a few occasions.  James and Christopher were putting a lot of pressure on 

the HV defenders when they had the ball.  Aaron H and Max both had shots go wide, and James had a long shot 

saved well by the keeper. 

As the half was ending, HV took the lead from a speculative shot from a long way out that evaded Aaron's dive.   

Half-Time 1-0 



_________________________________________________________________ 

Please note our Match Reports are written from an AC Oxgangs perspective and are primarily intended for the 
benefit of our players, officials and supporters. Understandably, our match reporters will focus on our own 
performance but this does not imply that the contribution of the opposing team has been deliberately 
undervalued. 

If you would like to comment on any of our Match Reports please email web.admin@acoxgangs.com 

                                           Visit our website at www.acoxgangs.com 

Follow us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/ACOxgangs 
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The second half started positively for ACO with James powering down the right and sending in a great cross to 

Max, but the keeper kept him at bay again.  Continued ACO pressure was leaving some gaps at the back though, 

and an HV forward broke free, only to shoot way over the bar.  Aaron then pulled off a fantastic double save, 

parrying a powerful shot, but recovering well for the follow-up to palm the ball out for a corner.  HV then broke 

down the right, but Liam sprinted across from his position to clear the ball for a corner.  However, ACO lost 

possession in the box from the resulting cross, and an HV forward poked the ball home to make it 2-0. 

Almost immediately, ACO struck back in similar fashion, when a loose ball from a corner fell to Leo, who 

pounced on it and made it 2-1.  HV immediately attacked, and ACO backed off the forward as he came into the 

box and scored with a low shot into the corner.  3-1. Aaron injured himself diving for the ball, and substitute 

keeper Liam took over. 

ACO tried pushing forward again, but left themselves vulnerable at the back, and it wasn't long before HV 

scored a fourth on the break.  HV then won a free kick on the edge of the ACO box, and scored again with a 

powerful shot into the top corner to make it 5-1.   

ACO regrouped again, and started to get a few chances.  Max was fouled just outside the box, but the referee 

played the advantage as the ball fell to Christopher in the box.  He was bundled over as he was about to shoot 

and the ref awarded a penalty!  Christopher stepped up to take it, but his placed shot into the bottom corner was 

saved in unorthodox fashion by a feet-first dive from the keeper.  Christopher then had another chance from the 

resulting corner but his shot agonisingly hit the post.  James had a shot parried by the keeper, and Max was there 

for the follow up but the keeper saved again. 

At the other end, another quick break saw HV win a corner, and in a repeat of previous goals, a HV forward 

found space in the box and fired home to make it 6-1.  Liam was called on to make a couple of saves from long 

shots as HV tested the substitute keeper, and Brodie had to be alert to clear from the goal line in the final minute 

of the game. 

Although HV deserved to win, the scoreline probably wasn't a fair reflection on the balance of play, and I'm sure 

ACO will have rediscovered their goal-scoring ways before next week's home match!  

Full-Time 6-1 

Coach’s Message: 

“The boys played very well in the first half, fighting toe-to-toe with a very strong Hutchie Vale side. Coaches 

always felt that the first couple of goals were going to shape up the game. Boys showed brilliant spirit with 

wanting to ball and looking for passes. Hutchie Vale showed the strength and power they had playing crosses 

into the box and having long range shots, this is something we will be working on for the next couple of weeks, 

Speed, Power and Strength. Hopefully this will improve the boys and let them compete against the stronger 

teams in the division. Hope to see everyone again on Thursday and Sunday”. 

 


